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Description.

I’d like to build an interactive web application that exposes users to the rich data landscape 
underlying their favorite musical artists. Using data from various free APIs (Echonest, Rovi, 
Last.fm), I’ll be able to show distributions and tendencies of songs attributes like tempo, key, 
energy, danceability, popularity, instrumentation (acoustic vs. electronic), mood, etc.

I've got a few ideas for methods of visualization; some are better suited to answering certain 
questions about the data. I’ll implement as many possible within the project time frame.

Who influenced certain artists? – Directed graph layout layered with approximate 
geographic data
Who was most influential in a genre? – Force-directed graph
What kind of instrumentation shows up in certain genres, and when? – Scatter plot with 
color / size variables and sliding time scale (like Hans Rosling’s world health 
visualizations)
How mainstream is my music taste? – Histogram or scatter plot with song popularity & 
genres

Hopefully, I’ll be able to help users discover some interesting or unintuitive correlations between 
artists – for example, there might be artists who often write songs in the same key and time 
signature but fall into very different genres.

Again, this will be an interactive web application built with JavaScript. I’ll require users to log in 
with Facebook so that I can access their top artists.
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